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ABSTRACT Energy efficiency is one of the key performance indicators in 5G New Radio (NR) networks
targeted to support diversified use cases including enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB), massive machine
type communications (mMTC) and ultra-reliable and low latency communications (URLLC). Trade-offs
have to be carefully considered between energy efficiency and other performance aspects such as latency,
throughput, connection densities and reliability. Energy efficiency is important for both user equipment (UE)
side and base station side. On UE side, UE battery life has great impact on user experience. It is challenging
to improve UE experience in other performance aspects without affecting battery life of 5G handsets.
On the base station side, efficient network implementation is critical in both environmental and operation
cost standpoints. To adapt different requirements and trade-offs, the 5G NR standard is designed to have
great flexibility on network operation modes. This paper provides an overview on power saving techniques
supported by 5G NR standards according to the current 5G standardization progress. It provides the 5G
evolution path of the power saving techniques from the first release of 5G standard to the future beyond-
5G releases. In addition to the existing standardized techniques, some major development trends of green
communication and the future potential enhancements expected in the beyond-5G standards are discussed.

INDEX TERMS Power saving, beyond 5G, energy efficient network, green communication.

I. INTRODUCTION
The Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) com-
pleted the 5G standardization process of Release 15 New
Radio (NR) access technology which is the first version of the
5th Generation wireless standard [1]. Meanwhile, the stan-
dardization process of next 5G release i.e. Release 16 is still
on-going andwill be expected to finish in June 2020. The plan
for the third 5G release i.e. Release 17 has been discussed and
topics to be worked on have been identified in the plan [2].
Compared to 4G Long Term Evolution (LTE), 5G NR stan-
dard aims to support more diversified use cases. Major 5G
use cases can be generalized to three usage scenarios, namely
enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB), massive machine type
communications (mMTC) and ultra-reliable and low latency
communications (URLLC) [3]. For different use cases, there
are corresponding key performance indicators. For example,
user experienced data rate is important for eMBB. Latency
and reliability are the key parameters for URLLC traffic.
While for mMTC, it focuses more on connection density.
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One important aspect for all traffic types is energy efficiency
which is a key performance indicator (KPI) on both UE side
and network side.

The impact of energy saving techniques on network energy
efficiency, which is defined by bits per Joule, is analyzed
in [4], [5]. Solutions including multiple input multiple out
(MIMO), heterogeneous networks (HetNets), non-orthogonal
aggregation (NOA), and exploiting unused and unlicensed
spectrum, etc., are provided to improve system through-
put. RF energy reduction is proposed to achieve a trade-off
between energy efficiency and throughput [5]. In some
scenarios, e.g. massive MIMO, power consumption is still
expected to be one of the bottlenecks on both UE and network
sides in early 5G deployment Hence, standardization support
of enhancements on power saving techniques are essential
to realize these techniques in practical network deployment
of 5G and beyond.

Network energy efficiency for different deployment sce-
narios and traffic characteristics has been taken into account
in NR design [3], [6]. In NR Release 15, an energy efficient
5G standardized framework has been built with high flexi-
bility and scalability. Several features make the system more
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flexible to adapt to different traffic loads for better energy
efficiency. In 4GLTE, always-on CRS (cell specific reference
signal) for channel estimation impose restrictions on energy
efficient network implementation and generates unnecessary
interference. Some kind of small cell muting schemes were
proposed to reduce interference and power consumption in
LTE [7] but it is hard to address this issue in LTE con-
sidering the backward compatibility constraint. In 5G NR
standard [8], redesign of reference signal is possible. The
flexibility and configurability of reference signal design in 5G
minimizes always-on signals. In addition, multiple options
of rate-matching resources, e.g. resource block (RB) level or
resource-element (RE) level, dynamic or semi-static, enable
flexiblemuting of resources and ensure forward compatibility
for energy efficient network implementation.

With the flexibility provided by the standardized frame-
work, the trade-off between power saving and performance
including throughput and latency can be more easily con-
trolled by network implementation. Regarding power saving
on UE side, some power saving schemes like discontinuous
reception (DRX) [9] mechanism are inherited from 4G LTE.
However, it is not sufficient to only reuse the schemes from
4G LTE due to more diversified use cases and scenarios
in 5GNR.Hence, the standardized framework inNR provides
more flexibility to allow the network to implement different
kinds of adaptation based on the power saving need from
UE side and network side. These different kinds of adapta-
tion includes adaptation to bandwidth, MIMO layers, control
channel monitoring, etc. Brief overview on the standard evo-
lution of different techniques, including UE power saving,
towards 5G-advanced is provided in [10] but it lacks the
details for providing a more complete picture on standard-
ization support of power saving techniques.

This paper provides an overview of 5G evolution path
on recently standardized power saving techniques in more
details. In addition to flexible reference signal design, some
essential standardized components for energy efficient 5G
network supported in Release 15NR standard are described in
Section II, including bandwidth adaptation, Radio Resource
Control (RRC) inactive state, DRXmechanism, control chan-
nel design and cross-slot scheduling. In Section III, details of
enhancements on power saving introduced in Release 16 are
provided. Simulation results showing power saving gain of
these enhancements are provided. Future trends of power
saving enhancements considering beyond 5G are discussed
in Section IV.

II. STANDARDIZED FRAMEWORK FOR ENERGY
EFFICIENT 5G SYSTEM
The energy efficiency can be expressed as the fol-
lowing formula without considering different deployment
scenarios [3], [11]

EE =
∑
i

αi
Vi
Ei

(1)

where for each traffic load level i Vi denotes the traffic load
per second processed by a wireless device, Ei refers to the

power consumed by the wireless device to process the traffic
load, αi is the weight of traffic load level i. The definition
of energy efficiency can be applied to both base station and
user equipment (UE). According to the formula, the energy
efficiency can be enhanced by boosting up the traffic load
using techniques, such as utilizing wider spectral resources,
more antennas, higher modulation order, provided that power
consumption to process the increased traffic load can be kept
low. Therefore, energy saving is a key factor for sustainable
energy-efficient 5G network deployment. This paper focuses
on improving energy efficiency by reducing network and
UE power consumption. In addition to UE implementation,
UE power consumption relies on the configurations by net-
work, which needs to be guaranteed by specification. Tech-
niques that are aimed to reduce UE power consumption are
mainly analyzed in this paper.

In this section, some essential components for building
a standardized framework of energy efficient 5G system
are provided. These components include flexible reference
signal design, efficient sleep modes, bandwidth adaptation,
RRC inactive state, DRX mechanism, control channel design
and cross-slot scheduling. Some of the description is more
from UE power saving perspective. Some techniques can be
used for power saving from network perspective in combi-
nation with flexible and scalable framework as described in
Section I.

A. FLEXIBLE REFERENCE SIGNAL DESIGN
FOR EFFICIENT SLEEP MODE
As mentioned in Section I, always-on reference signals
on LTE has limited the energy efficiency of 4G network.
In contrast, flexible reference signal design in 5G enables
more efficient sleep mode at the base station. Without
always-on reference signals, the base station can just wake
up periodically to send synchronization signals, broadcast
necessary system information and detect random access
channel (RACH). Here we briefly discuss on two mandatory
downlink signals and the possible periodicities in 5G NR [8].

- Synchronization Signal Block (SSB):Multi-beam based
SSB is defined in 5G NR to include Primary SS (PSS),
Secondary SS (SSS) and Physical Broadcast Channel
(PBCH) transmitted by the base station periodically.
Periodicity of SSB is assumed to be not longer than
20ms for standalone NR cases, i.e. it can be 5ms, 10ms
or 20ms. While for non-standalone case with LTE-NR
Dual Connectivity, the periodicity can be {5, 10, 20, 40,
80, 160}ms.

- Channel State Information Reference Signal (CSI-RS):
CSI-RS can be used for channel tracking, CSI acquisi-
tion, mobility or beam management. Periodic CSI-RS
for channel tracking is mandatory for UEs under con-
nected state to perform fine time and frequency channel
tracking. It is transmitted in bursts of two or four sym-
bols which are spanned across one or two consecutive
slots. Periodicity of this channel tracking RS can be
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flexibly configured as {10, 20, 40, 80}ms. One energy
efficient implementation is to configure long periodic-
ity such 80ms for periodic CSI-RS for tracking. Once
traffic comes, aperiodic tracking RS can be triggered
before data so that the UE can perform fine channel
tracking before data reception and demodulation.

The flexible periodicity of reference signal design in NR
is a significant improvement on network energy efficiency
compared to LTE in which CRS has to be transmitted in
every 1ms. With this flexibility, 5G base station can support
different levels of sleep mode depending on the traffic load.
In [12], four levels of sleep modes in the power model are
defined to represent different depths of sleepmodesmeasured
by transition latency including de-activation and re-activation
latency on the sleep mode. The four levels respectively cor-
respond to OFDM symbol level (i.e. 71.4us), sub-frame level
(i.e. 1ms), radio frame level (i.e. 10ms) and the deep sleep
stand-by level in the order of 1s. In LTE, OFDM symbol level
is the only level it can use due to always-on reference signals.
In NR, four levels of sleepmodes can be achieved by different
periodicity of reference signals and power saving schemes
like Secondary Cell (SCell) dormancy for carrier aggregation.

FIGURE 1. Load-dependent base station power model [13].

Energy efficiency can be evaluated using the data from the
recent power model in [12] together with the simplified esti-
mate of a power model for base station proposed in [13], [14]
as shown in Figure 1 and the formula (2) below. The base
station power consumption Pin can be obtained from the
following function:

Pin =

{
NCCNsec · (P0 +1pPmaxχ ) , 0 < χ ≤ 1
NCCNsec · Psleep , χ = 0

(2)

where NCC is the number of component carriers (CC), Nsec is
the number of sectors per site, 1p is the slope of the load
dependent power consumption, χ = [0, 1] is the ratio of the
number of transmitted resource elements (REs) to the total
number of REs.

Using this model and the updated parameters for 5G base
station in Table 1, energy saving performance is evaluated
using system level simulation on small cell deployment with
different densities. Different cell densities are achieved by
deploying different number of small pico cells (N_cell) per

TABLE 1. Power model parameters for pico small cell [12].

macro area. To compare power consumption used with differ-
ent densities and sleepmodes, the same traffic load using FTP
model 1 [15] with file size= 0.5MByte and packet arrival rate
λ = 15 per second per macro area is used for all simulations.
More detailed simulation assumptions can be found in [8] as
similar simulation setup is used here. In the simulation, sleep
modes are applied to small cells only. With this simulation
setup, energy saving of level 2 (L2) and level 3 (L3) sleep
modes are obtained as shown in Figure 2, compared to the
baseline 4G LTE deployment which level 1 (L1) sleep mode
is used due to always-on reference signals.

FIGURE 2. Energy saving percentage gain with different sleep modes.

It can be observed from the results that more energy can be
saved for denser small cell deployment. The energy saving
can be more than 70% for the scenarios where 20 or 40 small
cells are deployed per macro area, compared to 4G LTE
deployment. With denser small cell deployment, resource
utilization is lower which favors energy saving due to more
frequent sleep. In 4G LTE, the performance of energy saving
is limited by level 1 sleep mode and the extra overhead and
interference due to always-on reference signals. Therefore,
flexible reference signals in 5G has enabled more energy
efficient dense network deployment.

B. BANDWIDTH ADAPTATION
The key performance requirements of 5G technologies by
IMT-2020 include downlink peak data rate is 20Gbit/s and
uplink peak data rate is 10Gbit/s. To achieve the require-
ments, a wide bandwidth is supported by the new radio access
technique developed by 3GPP. According to 3GPP specifica-
tion, UE channel bandwidth is up to 100MHz for sub-6GHz
bands [16] and 400MHz for above 6GHz bands [17], which is
much wider than the bandwidth of 20MHz in LTE. It should
be noted that UE capability of supported bandwidth varies
and is often limited to the bandwidth less than the maximum
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bandwidth supported in the specification especially in the
early stage of 5G deployment. Besides, high UE power con-
sumption can be a major issue if UE is required to perform
transmission or reception in a wide bandwidth all the time
regardless of how much the actual traffic load is.

To reduce UE power consumption and guarantee the data
transmission rate, the concept of bandwidth part (BWP)
was adopted by 3GPP. A BWP is comprised of a number
of continuous physical resource blocks (PRB) with specific
numerology. For each serving cell, there are at most four
BWPs can be configured for downlink (DL) or uplink (UL).
Only oneULBWP and oneDLBWP are active at a given time
instant. Furthermore, UE is not required to transmit or receive
data outside an active BWP. The BWP can be activated or
de-activated by a timer, physical layer Downlink Control
Information (DCI) signaling or higher layer RRC signaling.
When a large data packet needs to be transmitted, UE can be
indicated to activate a BWP with a wide bandwidth. Other-
wise, UE can be informed to switch to a BWP with a narrow
bandwidth to save power [18]. BWP switch delay is defined
with regard to the activation signaling. An example is shown
in Figure 3.

FIGURE 3. BWP adaptation.

Overall, standardized BWP switching framework in NR is
beneficial for building an energy efficient network. In addi-
tion to bandwidth adaptation, this can also serve as a general
framework which can be used for adaptation of other power
saving parameters introduced in the 5G evolution.

C. RRC INACTIVE STATE
In LTE, RRC connected state and RRC idle state are defined
so that UE can operate under low power mode in idle state
when there is no data transfer. When there is data activity,
UE transitions back to RRC connected state by going through
a cumbersome procedure described in [19] which requires
extensive signaling between UE and the network. Inactivity
timer is set to trigger UE to idle state if there is no data activity
in a certain duration. The timer setting can be considered as
a tradeoff between power consumption and data transmis-
sion efficiency including signaling overhead and latency. The
timer setting with short duration favors more on idle state
but it costs higher signaling overhead and latency if there is
frequent data transmission. However, the power saving gain
from idle state is reduced if the timer expires only after a
long duration. The major issue of this state transition is high
signaling and latency cost.

FIGURE 4. NR RRC state machine.

To address this issue, a new state called RRC inactive
state [1], [19] has been introduced in NR, in addition to
RRC connected and RRC idle states as shown in Figure 4.
The motivation of this new RRC state is to allow faster and
more efficient resumption to RRC connected state so that
data transmission can be done with less signaling overhead,
lower latency and lower power consumption. Information
such as UE identity, security information andmobility control
information is saved in both UE and network sides when the
UE transitions from RRC connected state to inactive state
by going through the RRC suspend procedure. The stored
information is necessary when UE wants to resume the con-
nection from RRC inactive to RRC connected state for data
transmission.With this RRC inactive state, the state transition
to RRC connected state becomes more efficient.

Overall, it is beneficial to UE power consumption espe-
cially if we consider heavy traffic load or long data packets.
For small data packets, the cost, including overhead, latency
and power consumption, coming from random access pro-
cedure and RRC connection establishment is still too high
relative to small data payload [20]. Therefore, introduction of
inactive state alone is not sufficient if small data transmission
cannot be done under inactive state. This requires enhance-
ments in further steps of 5G evolution.

D. DRX MECHANISM
The data packet arrival is observed to be intermittent. It is
power consuming if UE is always required to monitor Physi-
cal Downlink Control Channel (PDCCH) for the DL assign-
ment or UL grant. To prolong UE battery lifetime, DRX
mechanism was introduced in the early stage of LTE and
inherited by NR [9].

FIGURE 5. DRX mechanism.

If a UE under RRC connected state is configured with
DRX, it monitors PDCCH periodically during a configured
time duration which is called DRX OnDuration period as
shown in Figure 5. If there is no data scheduled, the UE can
turn off its RF chain and enter into power saving state. If UE
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detects a DCI indicating a new DL or UL transmission, DRX
Inactivity Timer would be started. Until the DRX Inactivity
Timer expires, the UE needs to keep monitoring PDCCH for
the potential subsequent data scheduling.

For a UE under RRC idle/inactive state, the DRX mecha-
nism is related to paging detection. Specifically, the UE needs
to detect paging occasion per DRX cycle for paging message
and system information update.

The DRXmechanism is a tradeoff between UE power effi-
ciency and data transmission latency. The tradeoff depends
on the parameters related to inactivity timer, DRX OnDura-
tion and DRX cycle. Overall, DRX mechanism is benefi-
cial for lowering UE power consumption by allowing UEs
to enter power saving mode periodically. There are rooms
for further improvement especially considering bursty data.
In addition, further enhancements of DRX mechanism for
5G multi-beam millimeter wave communication can be con-
sidered, e.g. enhanced beam based DRX measurements [21],
directional DRX [22], etc.

E. CONTROL CHANNEL DESIGN
PDCCHSearch Space set refers to a set of downlink resources
where PDCCH can potentially be carried [23], [24]. To mon-
itor PDCCH, UE performs blind decoding in configured
search space set. PDCCHmonitoring is a primary contributor
to UE power consumption [25]. Another UE power saving
feature in Release 15 is that the PDCCH monitoring occa-
sion(s) of a search space set is determined by the parame-
ters such as periodicity(ks), offset(os), duration (Ts) and the
monitoring pattern within a slot. Furthermore, the starting
symbol for PDCCHmonitoring within a slot is represented by
a bitmap and the corresponding duration depends on control
resource set (CORESET) duration. Specifically, the PDCCH
monitoring occasions exist in a slot if the following formula
is satisfied and then UE detects PDCCH candidates for con-
secutive Ts slots.(

nf · N
frame,µ
slot + nµs,f − os

)
mod ks = 0 (3)

where nf is the frame number, N frame,µ
slot is the number of slots

per frame, nµs,f is the slot number within a frame for subcarrier
spacing (SCS) µ.

FIGURE 6. PDCCH monitoring occasion(s).

APDCCHmonitoring pattern is illustrated in Figure 6. It is
assumed that ks = 4 slot, os = 1 slot, Ts = 2 slots, bitmap =
10001001000000, CORESET duration is 2 OFDM symbols

and SCS = 15kHz. Each ‘‘1’’ bit in the bitmap represents a
two-symbol CORESET. Hence, symbols 0, 1, 4, 5, 7, 8 are
for PDCCH monitoring in the highlighted slots.

The search space set is configured per BWP, UE can adapt
to different PDCCH monitoring periodicity through BWP
switch. This provides flexibility in some extent but further
enhancements to reduce PDCCH monitoring are beneficial
especially for the UEs which are not capable of dynamic
BWP switching.

F. CROSS-SLOT SCHEDULING
For the slots that are configured with PDCCH monitoring
occasions, UE needs to detect PDCCH for data scheduling.
It often takes several symbols for UE to finish PDCCH
decoding. If Physical Downlink Shared Channel (PDSCH)
carrying downlink data scheduled by PDCCH is allocated in
the same slot, i.e., same-slot scheduling, UE needs to keep the
RF chain on to buffer any potential DL transmission when it
is decoding PDCCH.

FIGURE 7. Same-slot scheduling and cross-slot scheduling.

As shown in Figure 7, the gap between PDCCH and
the scheduled PDSCH is denoted as K0. For the same-slot
scheduling in Figure 7(a), UE has to buffer the potential
PDSCH for each slot but the DL data is only transmitted in
slot#1 Power consumption can be reduced if UE does not
buffer PDSCH in slot #0, slot #2 and slot #3. For this purpose,
cross-slot scheduling with K0 > 0 is introduced [26], [27].
As shown in Figure 7(b), the PDSCH is assumed to be
allocated 1 slot (K0 = 1) after the PDCCH, UE can turn
off part of the RF processors and enter into micro sleep
after PDCCH is received when there is no PDSCH scheduled
in slot #0, slot #1 and slot #3. Compared with same-slot
scheduling, the technique of cross-slot scheduling can save
a considerable power consumption when the data arrival is
sparse. Similar to DL, the time gap (K2) between PDCCH
and the corresponding uplink channel, i.e. Physical Uplink
Shared Channel (PUSCH) is introduced to reduce UE’s UL
processing timeline.

III. ENHANCEMENTS FOR POWER SAVING
Based on the standardized framework built in the first release
of 5G NR i.e. Release 15, enhancements for power saving
have been introduced in Release 16, mainly considering UE
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power saving. In this section, UE power consumption model
used for the Release 16 study is first provided, and then details
of Release 16 enhancements are provided subsequently.

A. POWER CONSUMPTION MODEL
In order to evaluate power saving gain of various tech-
niques, a power consumption model was adopted by
3GPP [25], [28], [29]. The key power states and relative
power per slot are provided in Table 5. In addition, three sleep
states and the energy consumed by the corresponding state
transition are given in Table 6. The relative power is derived
from a reference configuration: SCS is 30kHz, one compo-
nent carrier, 100MHzBWP, 2-symbol PDCCH, themaximum
number of PDCCH candidates per slot as 36, PDSCH of
maximum data rate (256QAM, 4Rx). Note that the power
state of PDCCH-only represents that UE monitors PDCCH
without any grant detected.

In the numerical simulation, a single UE is assumed. The
simulation focuses on UE behavior on DL initial transmis-
sion, i.e., re-transmission and UL transition are not consid-
ered. Based on the traffic models and C-DRX configurations
provided in Table 7, a time tracing method is used to dis-
tinguish the slots with PDCCH monitoring, data reception,
or DRX OFF period, etc. The reference configuration and the
relative power in Table 5 are used, unless otherwise specified.

To identify the contributors to UE power consumption,
the power consumption distribution of different power states
is simulated for File Transfer Protocol (FTP) [6] and Voice
over Internet Protocol (VoIP) traffic model [30]. The DRX
configurations of (DRX cycle OnDuration timer Inactiv-
ity timer) = (160ms, 8ms, 100ms) and (4ms, 4ms, 10ms)
in Table 7 are used for FTP and VoIP, respectively.

FIGURE 8. Power consumption distribution of different power states for
FTP and VoIP traffic model.

According to the simulation results in Figure 8, it can be
observed that the PDCCH-only state dominates UE power
consumption. Therefore, it is crucial to reduce the power
consumed in PDCCH-only state.

B. WAKE UP SIGNALING
As described in Section I, the DRX mechanism allows UE
to switch off RF circuit and front-end hardware during DRX
off period. However, in the case of sporadic traffic, it is still
power consuming for UE to periodically wake up to monitor
PDCCH during the DRX OnDuration [31].

Therefore, a wake-up signal indication (WUS) conveyed
by DCI signaling with a new DCI format 2_6 [32], which
is scrambled by a power saving dedicated identifier, is intro-
duced in Release 16 to inform UE whether or not to start the
DRX OnDuration timer for the next DRX cycle for potential
data scheduling.

FIGURE 9. DRX mechanism with wake-up indication.

As shown in Figure 9, UE detects the WUS DCI before
DRX OnDuration. If the wake-up indication sets to ‘‘1’’,
UE should start the DRX OndDuration timer. Otherwise,
UE does not need to start the timer.

FIGURE 10. Simulation results of DRX mechanism without/with wake-up
indication for traffic model (DRX cycle OnDuration timer Inactivity timer).

To evaluate the power saving gain from wake-up indica-
tion, the DRX mechanisms without/with wake-up indication
are simulated. The results of average power per slot and
average latency per packet are shown in Figure 10. The
notation of FTP(160, 8, 40) denotes traffic model (DRX cycle
in ms OnDuration timer in ms Inactivity timer in ms). The
same notation is also applied in the subsequent figures in this
paper. It is observed that the mean power of DRXmechanism
with wake-up indication can reduce almost 9%-33% power
consumption compared with the DRX operation in Release
15 Hence, WUS can provide promising gain on power saving
on top of the DRXmechanism. In addition, trade-off between
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power saving and latency is studied. It can be observed that
latency increase ranges from 9% to 34% with this power
saving technique. It is expected that packet throughput would
also be impacted due to additional latency.

C. SECONDARY CELL DORMANCY
SCell often refers to frequency carriers in addition to the pri-
mary frequency carrier (PCell) by Carrier Aggregation (CA).
One of the motivations for SCell is to provide more data
bandwidth in other carrier frequencies, typically higher fre-
quencies, for boosting up data throughput while the PCell is
more for ensuring the coverage. In Rel-15 Enhancing LTECA
Utilization (euCA), a new SCell state, dormant SCell state,
is introduced so that SCells can become inactive for power
saving when the data transmission requirement is not high.
If SCell is in the dormant state, UE stops monitoring PDCCH
in the SCell, but activities such as CSImeasurement/reporting
and RRM measurement are not impacted. The transition in
and out of SCell dormant state are achieved via Medium
Access Control (MAC) signaling.

In Rel-16 NR, the dormancy behavior can be implemented
at BWP level. The BWP that supports dormancy behavior
for the SCell is referred to as dormant BWP, where PDCCH
monitoring occasion is not configured. Compared with LTE,
the transition between dormancy behavior and non-dormancy
behavior is based on BWP switch, which can effectively
reduce the switch delay and UE power consumption [33].

The SCell dormancy indication can be conveyed by DCI
with different DCI formats for UEs to detect outside and
within DRX Active Time. When it is within DRX Active
Time, the SCell dormancy indication field is carried by DCI
with DCI formats used by data scheduling (i.e. DCI format
0_1 andDCI format 1_1). The information fields that indicate
dormancy behavior are in the form of bitmap, where each bit
corresponds to one configured SCell group.

When it is outside DRXActive Time, UE detects DCI with
DCI format 2_6 on the Primary Cell (PCell) or the Primary
Secondary Cell (PSCell) for the SCell dormancy indication.
In addition to wake-up indication, the SCell dormancy indi-
cation can be carried by the same DL control signaling with
WUS using DCI format 2_6. To reduce the blocking rate and
resource overhead, DCI format 2_6 can be used to convey
information for one or more UEs in a group [34]. Each
UE in the group is configured with the location of wake-
up indication, while the SCell dormancy indication of that
UE is located immediately after the wake-up indication. The
structure of the DCI format 2_6 for UE group indication is
shown in Figure 11.

One example of SCell dormancy indication is shown
in Figure 12. The DCI with DCI format 2_6 detected in PCell
outside DRX Active Time indicates that SCell to switch to
non-dormant BWP for the data transmission in the subse-
quent DRX cycle. After data transmission is finished within
DRX Active Time, network can send another DCI to indicate
UE to switch SCell to dormant BWP to save power.

FIGURE 11. Structure of DCI format 2_6.

FIGURE 12. Transition between dormant BWP and non-dormant BWP in
SCell.

To evaluate the power saving gain from SCell dormancy
behavior, it is assumed that two BWPs are configured for
both PCell and SCell, where the bandwidths of these two
BWPs are 20MHz and 100MHz, respectively In the simula-
tion, UE is indicated to switch to the BWP of 100MHz for
PCell and SCell when data packet arrives. After the BWP
inactivity timer expires, UE falls back to the BWP of 20MHz.
In the cases when SCell dormancy is supported, the BWP
of 20MHz is dormant BWP. The results of average power
per slot are shown in Figure 13. It is observed that the power
saving gain of SCell dormancy behavior under FTP traffic is
18.7%27.4%. As the principles of BWP switching in the two
cases are the same, no additional latency is observed when
SCell dormancy is supported.

FIGURE 13. Simulation results of two component carriers without/with
SCell dormancy behavior.

D. ENHANCEMENT OF CROSS-SLOT SCHEDULING
Based on cross-slot scheduling supported in Release 15,
UE can be configured with a list of slot offset K0 values by
RRC signaling as described in Section II. A DCI is used to
further indicate one K0 value from the configured list for the
scheduled PDSCH.
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It should be noted that K0 is varied from 0 to 32 slots.
If the minimum K0 value configured in the list is larger than
zero, it is clear to UE that cross-slot scheduling is applied.
However, if the minimum K0 value in the list is equal to 0,
PDSCH can be allocated at the same slot with PDCCH.
In this situation, UE has to buffer any potential PDSCH
before PDCCH is successfully decoded. This would defeat
the purpose of power saving by cross-slot scheduling. The
situation is the similar for UL.

To guarantee that UE has the knowledge of the minimum
slot offset before PDCCH is decoded, a field of minimum
scheduling offset restriction is introduced to be carried by
data scheduling DCI [34]. When the minimum scheduling
offset is applied, UE is not expected to be scheduled with
a DCI to receive a data with slot offset smaller than the
minimum scheduling offset. The switch between same-slot
scheduling and cross-slot scheduling depends on the explicit
indication of minimum scheduling offset restriction conveyed
by the DCI.

To fully exploit the power saving benefit of cross-slot
scheduling, an application delay is introduced before the
minimum scheduling offset restriction is updated. The appli-
cation delay X is determined by

X = max
(⌈

K0minOld ·
2µPDCCH

2µPDSCH

⌉
,Zµ

)
(4)

where K0minOld is the currently applied minimum scheduling
offset of the active DL BWP in the scheduled cell, and Zµ is
determined by the subcarrier spacing of the active DLBWP in
the scheduling cell and given in Table 8,µPDCCH andµPDSCH
are the sub-carrier spacing configurations for PDCCH and
PDSCH, respectively.

FIGURE 14. Simulation results of same-slot scheduling and cross-slot
scheduling.

The results of average power per slot of same-slot schedul-
ing and cross-slot scheduling are shown in Figure 14. For
cross-slot scheduling, the additional latency is mainly deter-
mined by the value of K0min. To reduce latency, K0min is
assumed to be 1 slot in the simulation. The relative power of
PDCCH-only for cross-slot scheduling is 70. It is observed
that the power saving gain from cross-slot scheduling is
20%27%.

E. MIMO LAYER ADAPTATION
When UE receives signal from base station, it can utilize
multiple antennas to achieve receive diversity gain or com-
bining gain for better performance. Meanwhile, the increased
number of active antennas consumes more UE energy. As the
data traffic arrives in burst, not all the antennas will always be
applied. Hence, it would be beneficial toUE energy efficiency
if some of the antennas can be indicated to be turned off when
small data packet is transmitted or the channel state condition
is good enough [32], [35].

In Release 15, the DL maximum number of MIMO lay-
ers (Lmax) is configured per serving cell which is common
to all the DL BWPs of the serving cell. In Release 16, the DL
maximum number of MIMO layers can be separately config-
ured for each DL BWP. The DL maximum number of MIMO
layers can be changed through BWP switch which can reduce
power consumption by adaptation to less number of receive
antennas at UE side.

FIGURE 15. DL maximum number of MIMO layers adaptation.

The principle of UE power saving via adaptation to DL
maximum number of MIMO layers is shown in Figure 15.
In the simulation, one 100MHz-BWP with four MIMO
layers is assumed as the baseline. In comparison, two
100MHz-BWPs with four MIMO layers and two MIMO
layers respectively are assumed to evaluate the power saving
gain from MIMO layer adaptation.

FIGURE 16. Simulation results of without/with MIMO layer adaptation.

The results of average power per slot and average latency
per packet are shown in Figure 16. It is observed that the
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power saving gain from MIMO layer adaptation is about
2.3%25.2% and the average latency increases by almost
1.7%14.7%.

F. TWO-STEP RANDOM ACCESS PROCEDURE
Two-step random access procedure has been introduced in
Release 16 [36]. In addition to reduced signaling overhead
and latency, another important benefit of 2-step Random
Access Channel (RACH) is power saving. In this section,
overview of 2-step RACH and comparison between 2-step
RACH and 4-step RACH supported in Release 15 are pro-
vided. The procedures of 2-step RACH and 4-step RACH can
be illustrated in Figure 17.

FIGURE 17. RACH procedures for 2-step RACH and 4-step RACH.

2-step RACH can be regarded as a simplified RACH pro-
cess, where in the first step, Message A (MsgA) contains
Msg1 (i.e. preamble carried on PRACH) and Msg3 (can be
regarded as payload carried on PUSCH) in 4-step RACH,
and in the second step, MsgB contains the Msg2 and Msg4 in
4-step RACH. Hence, for two-step RACH, there is only one
time interaction between BS and UE before the establishment
of RRC connection for subsequent data transmission.

Frame structure for 2-step RACH and 4-step RACH is
referred to Figure 18. Note that a PRB is defined as 12 consec-
utive subcarriers in frequency domain. The preamble carried
on Physical Random Access Channel (PRACH) is used by
base station for detecting UE and sometimes for channel esti-
mation if frequency domain interval of preamble can cover
that of payload and the time domain offset is not too large. The
PUSCH data part can carry some control plane information
and potentially carry some small data.

For 4-step RACH, the time and frequency resource for
Msg3 is scheduled by base station with dedicated resource.
The UL grant for Msg3 is carried on Random Access

Response (RAR) sent by base station. While for 2-step
RACH, both PRACH and PUSCH resources are shared
among a number of UEs for contention-based random access.
The set of resources for PUSCH occasion (PO) is periodically
configured and associated with the PRACH resource by a
predefined mapping rule.

It can be observed that 2-step RACH requires less UE
processing compared to 4-step RACH. Hence it has the ben-
efit of power saving especially if a UE is under the scenario
with small data traffic which requires the UE to wake up and
transmit data intermittently. In such scenario, RACH proce-
dure can consume major part of UE power. Here quantitative
analysis is provided where we assume transmission duration
of a small data packet is 0.5ms. We consider the following
3 scenarios in Table 2 -4 respectively.

- Scenario1: 4-step RACH + UL data transmission after
Msg4

- Scenario2: 2-step RACH + UL data transmission after
MsgB

- Scenario3: 2-step RACH + UL data transmission in
MsgA

The power consumption calculated in Table 2 -4 is
based on the assumption of UE power consumption given
in Table A5 in Appendix [20]. It can be observed from
Table 2 -4 that about 11% power is saved if uplink data
transmission after MsgB in 2-step RACH compared to 4-step
RACH. The power reduction mainly comes from having one
less reception ofMsg2. To achievemore power saving, uplink
data transmission can be sent in msgA in inactive state so that
it can further skip the reception and processing of dedicated
uplink grant and RRC release after finishing the data trans-
mission. As observed from Table 4, about 30% power saving
can be achieved if the uplink data is sent in MsgA. In Release
16, power saving can be achieved by introduction of 2-step
RACH. However, the gain cannot be fully exploited without
allowing UEs to send the data in inactive state i.e. without
entering into RRC connected state. Instead of Release 16,
the feature of small data transmission in inactive state will
be introduced in Release 17.

The analysis above are based on one-shot transmission,
i.e. the system behaviors such as decoding failure and retrans-
mission are not considered In realistic system, there could
be two cases for MsgA transmission failure, 1) the preamble
is mis-detected; 2) preamble is detected but the PUSCH
decoding fails. For initial access either with 2-step RACH
or 4-step RACH, usually the target mis-detection rate of
preamble should be kept as low as possible, e.g. 1%, and thus
the additional power consumption caused by mis-detection of
preamble is negligible. The second case is more frequently
observed, and if happened a fallback mechanism is intro-
duced. When preamble is detected but the PUSCH decoding
fails for the MsgA transmission, rather than to retransmit the
whole MsgA, the base station can schedule a retransmission
of PUSCH only and the rest procedure is the same as 4-step
RACH. The retransmission of PUSCH will cause additional
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FIGURE 18. Frame structure of two-step RACH and 4-step RACH.

TABLE 2. 4-step RACH + UL data transmission after Msg4.

TABLE 3. 2-step RACH + UL data transmission after MsgB.

power consumption which is common for 2-step RACH and
4-step RACH. Therefore, it can be imagined that the overall

TABLE 4. 2-step RACH + UL data transmission in MsgA.

gain of 2-step RACH over 4-step RACH will be diluted if
there are multiple retransmissions.

System level simulation is done to demonstrate the above
analysis in terms of the overall gain of power saving ver-
sus the traffic load. The packet generation of a UE follows
Poisson distribution, and the traffic load is depicted by the
packet arrival rate (PAR) at the base station in the unit of pack-
ets/s. For the system evaluation, maximum 4 retransmissions
(including the initial transmission) are allowed. A cell size
of 200m is assumed, the payload size is 72 bits for bothMsgA
PUSCH and Msg3, and the allocated resource is 6 PRBs
and 1 slot. In addition, MMSE-IRC receiver is adopted.

From the evaluation results shown in Figure 19,
it can be observed that the overall power saving gain
of 2-step RACH over 4-step RACH, i.e. calculated as
(P4SR − P2SR) /P4SR) decreases from 18% to 14.5% as PAR
increases from 1 to 6 packets/s. This is because with the PAR
increasing, there are more collisions or interferences among
UEs and thus more decoding failure can be expected.

G. POWER SAVING TECHNIQUES IN HIGHER LAYER
The power saving techniques involved in higher layer proce-
dure are also considered in Release 16. The power consump-
tion is closely related to UE implementation. It is challenging
for network to customize configurations that suit the needs
of power saving for all the UEs. To acquire the preferred
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FIGURE 19. Power saving gain of 2-step RACH over 4-step RACH.

configuration at UE side, more UE assistance information is
introduced, such as a request of transition from RRC con-
nected mode to RRC idle/inactive mode, minimum schedul-
ing offset values, etc.

In RRC idle/inactive mode, the power consumed by Radio
Resource Management (RRM) measurement is significant.
To reduce power consumption, neighbor cell RRM measure-
ment can be relaxed based on the evaluation of serving cell
for UE with low mobility or at the cell center.

IV. FUTURE TRENDS FOR BEYOND 5G
As the submission of 3GPP 5G solutions for IMT-2020 to
ITU has been finalized in June 2019 [37], the standardization
process for beyond 5G has been initialized and planned. After
two 5G releases, plans for Release 17 enhancements have
been mostly finalized [2]. At least the following three topics
are related to power saving.

- Support of NR devices with reduced capability, also
known as NR Lite UEs [38]

- Small data transmission in RRC inactive state [39]
- UE Power saving enhancements [40]

Regarding NR Lite UEs, it targets at reducing device
complexity for UEs applicable to various use cases includ-
ing industrial wireless sensors, smart wearables and video
surveillance. For these new Release 17 UE types, different
power saving techniques can be considered compared to typ-
ical 5G UEs which have design targets to meet the eMBB and
URLLC requirements for in Release 15 and Release 16.

In this section, further trends for beyond 5G power saving
enhancements based on new topics are analyzed.

A. SMALL DATA TRANSMISSION IN RRC INACTIVE
Support of Small data transmission in RRC inactive state is
one of the planned topics in Release 17 [39]. It targets at
traffic with infrequent small data transmission. The exem-
plary use cases with small data packet include meters or
sensors-type NR Lite UEs with periodic measurement report-
ing, traffic from wearables with periodic positioning infor-
mation, traffic generated from instant messaging services or

heart-beat messages, etc. Under these traffic types, UE is
often maintained by network in RRC inactive state. Without
support of data transmission in RRC inactive state, UE has to
resume the connectionwith RRC connected state. Connection
setup and subsequent release to INACTIVE state happens for
each data transmission regardless of how small and infrequent
the data packets are. This results in unnecessary power con-
sumption and signaling overhead.

As analyzed in Table 2 -4 in Section III Part F, support
of small data in RRC inactive state together with 2-step
RACH can achieve significant power saving gain compared
to the cases which data has to be transmitted under RRC con-
nected state. In addition to RACH-based scheme, RACH-less
scheme will also be supported. Without RACH, small data
transmission can be done directly on preconfigured PUSCH
resource without preamble. This is expected to provide
further power saving gain but this only works under the
assumption that transmit timing is known. This applies to the
scenarios where UEs are stationary so that synchronization
timing acquired in the past can be re-used. For example,
industrial sensors are often fixed in the locations with the
same indoor environment.

B. UE POWER SAVING IN RRC IDLE/INACTIVE
Given that the major focus in Release 16 is power saving
under RRC connected mode, enhancement on the power
efficiency of RRC idle/inactive state becomes more urgent
considering new use cases for NR Lite UEs. In addition to
support of small data transmission in RRC inactive state,
power saving technique can be applied to paging and RRM
measurement.

The RRC idle/inactive state UE is required to monitor one
paging occasion per DRX cycle to detect the scheduling of
paging and system information update. The paging occasion
location is determined by the UE identification. The false
alarm paging rate contributes to the power consumption of
RRC idle/inactive state UE, especially in the case of low
paging rate.

FIGURE 20. UE behavior in RRC idle state.

To ensure the decoding performance of PDCCH and pag-
ing message when channel condition is not good enough,
UE needs to detect multiple SSBs before PO to adjust
automatic control gain (AGC), acquire synchronization in
time and frequency domain and RRM measurements, etc.
As shown in Figure 20, it is assumed that UE detects three
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SSB before the PO. In this case, UE cannot enter into deep
sleep, the power consumed by themultiple wake-up times and
micro sleep state is significant.

If the number of detected SSB before PO and the paging
reception can be reduced, as shown in Figure 20, it enables
UE to enter into deep sleep and the power consumption can
be significantly decreased.

FIGURE 21. UE power consumption distribution in RRC idle state.

In the simulation results provided by Figure 21, the average
power per slot is 2.28 and the micro sleep contributes 35%
power consumption when the number of detected SSB is 3.
When the detected SSB before PO is reduced to 1, the average
power per slot is 1.5 and the power saving gain is 34.2%.

To reduce the unnecessary paging reception, solutions such
as sub-group paging, group wake up signal (WUS), extended
DRX, etc., can be considered.

Meanwhile, UEs under RRC idle/inactive state should per-
form serving cell measurement and evaluate the cell selection
criterion at least once every N DRX cycle, wherein N is
determined by DRX cycle. Also, for these UEs, RRM mea-
surement is based on SSB. The periodicity of SSB burst is
20ms by default. If the SSB is not aligned with the paging
occasion, UE needs to wake up multiple times to detect the
paging occasion and perform RRMmeasurement. During the
time gap between SSB and paging occasion, UE cannot enter
into deep sleep, which increases the power consumption.
To minimize the gap between the RRM measurement and
the paging occasion, additional RS can be considered in
Release 17. To reduce the impact on network power efficiency
and resource overhead, reference signals, such as CSI-RS,
configured to UEs under RRC connected state can be also
signaled to UEs under RRC idle/inactive state in broadcast
messages. Further, RRM relaxation can be considered for
stationary devices.

C. FURTHER UE POWER SAVING IN RRC CONNECTED
In Release 16, wake-up indication can be used to indicate
UE to not start the DRX OnDuration Timer when there is
no data arrival. However, if UE wakes up for data transmis-
sion, the DRX Inactivity Timer would be started and UE
has to monitor PDCCH before the timer expiration. There-
fore, the following power saving techniques to further reduce
PDCCH monitoring within DRX Active Time can be consid-
ered in Release 17 [41].

PDCCH Monitoring Adaptation: PDCCH monitoring
adaptation allows UE to switch PDCCH monitoring behav-
ior with a sparser PDCCH monitoring occasions within one
BWP when data arrives sparsely.

FIGURE 22. UE behavior for exceptional cases of WUS detection.

For example, in Figure 22, UE can be triggered by DCI
to switch PDCCH monitoring occasions from (Ts = 1 slot,
ks = 1 slot) to (Ts= 1 slot, ks= 2 slots), where Ts is PDCCH
monitoring duration and ks is the monitoring periodicity.

FIGURE 23. PDCCH skipping.

PDCCH Skipping: As shown in Figure 23, with PDCCH
skipping technique, base station can send a DCI to indicate
UE to perform PDCCH skipping if there is no data to be
transmitted to UE. After UE receives the indication, UE can
stop monitoring PDCCH to save power.

D. POWER SAVING FOR MASSIVE MIMO
As mentioned in Section I, massive MIMO can provide
throughput boost and better coverage in 5G network but the
bottleneck still exists in the aspect of power consumption and
hardware cost. In this part of section, two future trends on
massive MIMO deployment are discussed to address these
issues.
Multiple Antenna Panels: Support of Multi-antenna-panel

simultaneous transmission is a trend for millimeter wave
communications as shown in Figure 23 [42]. In NR beam
management and CSI acquisition, multi-panel UE may need
to use multiple antenna panels to measure CSI or beam infor-
mation. The utilization of multiple panels can enable beam
sweeping across multiple UE and/or base station panels.
In power saving perspective, it is more flexible to turn on/off
antenna panel according to the traffic and channel conditions.
Multi-panelmeasurement is not always needed asmulti-panel
transmission is not always necessary according to the channel
variation. Always requiring UE or base station to use multiple
antenna panels for beammeasurement would cost high power
consumption as panel switching. Hence, it is not energy
efficient to keep all the panels on for beam measurement.
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FIGURE 24. Multi-panel transmission.

For the above power consumption aspects, it would be helpful
to introduce a mechanism to let UE turn off some antenna
ports/panels and keep the panel status aligned with base
station. For example, base station can inform UE to activate
or de-activate some non-useful ports/panels through dynamic
signaling. Further, UE may need to report some information
so that base station can make a proper decision consider-
ing performance, power consumption and latency. Overall, a
standardized panel specific power saving mechanism would
be helpful for base station to understand the operating state
of UE panels. One example is to apply directional or panel
specific DRX mechanism [22].
Intelligent Reflecting Surfaces: Intelligent reflecting sur-

faces (IRS) is a new promising hardware solution to enhance
future wireless communication systems, with considera-
tion of lowering power consumption and enhancing effi-
ciency of massive MIMO networks at the same time. IRS
consists of many configurable electromagnetic units (EUs).
With the recent developments in meta-surfaces [43], these
EUs are low-cost and energy-efficient. These units can be
used to radiate or reflect electromagnetic waves, via control-
ling the electromagnetic properties (e.g. phase, amplitude)
in real time [44], [45], adaptive smart beam can be formed at
the expected direction(s), achieving coherent superposition at
the location of desired receiver, while interference can be kept
minimal for the receivers in other locations. With the devel-
opment of electromagnetic material technology, new types of
EUs enabling strong ability and better features have become
more practical. Strong ability here means more accurate con-
trol of various types of electromagnetic properties, e.g. phase,
amplitude, frequency, orbital (OAM) and spin (SAM) angular
momentum. Better features include low cost and complexity,
thin and light form factors, low power consumption. As long
as there are massive number of electromagnetic units and
wide distribution, holographic effect can be realized.

IRS proactively modifies the wireless channel via highly
controllable and intelligent signal reflection. It can intelli-
gently control the wireless environment, adjust its reflec-
tion coefficients dynamically to achieve different functions,
e.g. improving signal strength, reducing interference. The
signal reflected by IRS can add constructively with those

TABLE 5. Power consumption models.

TABLE 6. UE power consumption during state transition.

TABLE 7. Configuration of traffic models.

from the other paths to enhance the desired signal power
at the receiver. Increase of available paths also make the
wireless linkmore robust and support more spatial layers. IRS
based communication is particularly useful when the source
and destination have a weak wireless channel in between
due to lack of line of sight with obstacles or poor chan-
nel conditions. This provides a new degree of freedom to
further enhance the wireless link and system performance
and paves the way to realizing a smart, programmable and
energy-efficient massive MIMO networks. To support this
antenna architecture, enhancements on reference signals, CSI
feedback and antenna group selection can be considered for
the future standard.
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TABLE 8. Definition of Zµ.

TABLE 9. UE power consumption.

In addition to the future trends on power saving techniques
described from standardization perspective in Part A to Part D
of this section, there are somemore interesting areas requiring
more research and investigation to understand better about
the potential impact on standardization and practical imple-
mentation. For example, there is on-going discussion [46] on
standardization support of Artificial Intelligence (AI) based
network power saving which includes information exchange
on predicted traffic load between base stations via the stan-
dardized interface. Another interesting area is wireless pow-
ered communications (WPC) [47], [48] which is especially
good for mMTC devices which require low data rate with
extensive battery life.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we provide an overview on the standardized
framework supporting operations of energy efficient net-
works in 5G NR. The 5G evolution path on power saving

techniques is discussed considering from the first version
of 5G standards to future beyond 5G standard development
towards 6G. Flexible and scalable system design in 5G NR
enables different means of adaptation to various traffic loads
and traffic types in the networks. For example, the NR
standard supports flexible reference signal design, band-
width adaptation, DRX mechanism, flexible control channel
design and more efficient RRC state transition in Release 15.
In Release 16, enhancements on power saving and 2-step
RACH have been introduced. Moreover, future trends for
beyond 5G evolution on standardization support of enhanced
power saving are discussed, taking into account various types
of UEs including NR Lite UEs which are potentially intro-
duced in Release 17 with lower complexity targeting at use
cases of industrial wireless sensors, smart wearables and
video surveillance.

APPENDIX
See Tables 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9.
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